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I remember Glass all right..
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J. A. Tyner: She gat that school out at Mount Pryor, and she was teaching
out there awhile and.finally got.sick and finally they got me, wanted to^know
if I'd;go out and.take over her school for awhile/ And so I went out there
and those kids in arithrifetic, when the come to a probJLem that they couldn't
^ well, they said th,eyl4.take it to M^ss^dLa^g and ask her to help 'em
on that problem. * Oh,' she said "If you all can't work those problems" she , H i
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said "I'll put.you back to the first of the book.so you can work 'them." So
she put them back to the first of the book where it was easier for them."
(Laughter) They had already been through that part of the book you know.
Ed:* In those little schools the kids were all sizes. You couldn't do very
much but just her them like buffalo.%
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-WORE UNIFORMS AT SHE SEMINARY - STRING BAND ORGANIZED
t

(At the old National Seminary, didn't theyt have uniforms for the students
that went there?)
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J. A. Tyner: Yeah. We didn't wear our uniforms all the time did we?

Just

when we had to go for drill.. Company A and Company B, two classes. Jack
Brown he was the captain of B and his bother George was the Captain of C —
p
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no A..
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(Did-they have a band? Music?)
Music?

No just string band.

I remember Fred played the guitar, and I played

the'violin and mandolin some, and that was the old 'jazz band and ^Thompson,
you remember Walter Thompson? His wife was a musician.

She had piano there.

Mrs. Wbdfard would play some. So Thompson, he took the riotion that he was
going to have an orchestra. He organized and got those three women and Felix
Ross on the bass fiddle, bull fiddle and got me to play second fiddle for
him. He played the fiddle too, Thompson did.

So we had us an orchestra. And

one time we was going to .have' some entertainment over at Tahlequah in the old

